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11.12.2016 00:03 Truvi Can anyone help me please? thanks! 12.12.2016 00:04 Cooper Can anyone help me? 13.12.2016 00:22 Tristan I've found this software for
removing watermark as well: WMediaFounder X4 If you could implement the right codecs into the software (maybe on every frame?) It would do the job for your CD in
a matter of seconds. There are already free programs that have more licenses than that one you got.... 14.12.2016 19:36 Farrah I have the same problem but it works
fine on the computer I want to use it on. 15.12.2016 01:57 Freddie I'm looking for the solution, I'm learning to make trailers and my issue is I'm not sure what to use
to edit sound. I'm using sound forge, I know it's not the exact one. 16.12.2016 00:06 Leo This program is horrible!! It'll delete the audio to make it quieter. If you're
certain you want it to mute the audio and not "clean it" then go with Audacity. 17.12.2016 19:54 Alex Does anyone have the audio transfer sheets. I'm using SF 11 for
windows. Can't find it! 18.12.2016 18:51 Ferdinand I am using Sound Forge 11 on a new and old (9) version of Windows, namely 7 and 8. 19.12.2016 04:25 Jayden
does anyone know if you can install sound forge directly on your mac? 20.12.2016 06:00 Lorenzo Any advice? I really like Sound Forge and its a great product, but
unfortunately it doesn't work as advertised and is generally not user friendly. For example, the sound editor is limited to a few effects, there is no way to use
parameters to set the volume, compressor settings are limited, etc. 21.12.2016 01:07 Dylan Any suggestions to fix the sound problems, (on both iMac and PC)? I use
Sound Forge CS5 and Windows. 22.12.2016 02:32 Lucius
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